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Dear Editor:
I like to think of myself as a caver as well as a cave operato r , though I
do not do much caviag outside of my own anymore. My NSS number is 9826
and I have been aroun. awhile. As many of the older cavers know, I have encouraged organized ca..mg and welcomed cavers here at Cascade Caverns.
For some time I have noticed an attitude among -orne of the cavers,
notably the younger ones who have probably not bad much experience running
a business, that the property owner should welcome them with open arms
and that cave tours should be geared to the like s of cavers. Nothing could be
further from the truth. The caver is privileged to be allowed to go onto a
persons property and should ac~ just as if be were a guest in his home. Commercial c aves are a ll geared t o the aim of displaying caves t o the avera&e
person both physically and mentally, as waa pointed out by Jim Brummett of
Inner Space, by both of ua at the 1969 ~SA Convention and by others in the
Texas Caver from time to time. I think all of this stems from a slight case
of hoof and mouth disease, and is unfortunate.
It is good to see some of the recent trip write-ups in direct contrast to
what bas caused a ll the rObarb, giving a true and favorable report of the kind
of treatment given cavers by Jim Brummett at Inner Space and Jack Burch at
Sonora. Here at Ca•cade Caverns, we have tried to preserve and present
what we have in a manner which offers the general public entertainment and a
chance to see and e njoy o ne of natures marvels and to give them as much factual information as we can.
While this letter is critical in nature it is aimed at a small segment of
cavers I am sure. I wish to take this opportunity to publicly thank those who
helped at Cascade Caverns for what they have done, and to offer our facilities
for BOG meetings and such.
John P. Bridges
Cascade Caverns
Boerne, Texas 78006
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HEllO and GOODBYE
Hello to the new 1974 Texas Caver, with a totally new format, edited by
Ken Griffin of Houston. As of now, start sending your material to Ken, whose
address is in the insert in this issue. Your renewal fee is now due, so send
your money to James Jasek right now.
Goodbye to this old format for the Texas Caver. It bas served us well over
the past four years, but this familiar look must iive way to ~be new.

*
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.CLOSE-UP PHOTOGRAPHY
fC--JTIOit .
by Mike Feltz
Every lens on adjustable camera• comes in a focusing mount which allows
you to focus at the various subject distances. The farther away you move the
lens from the film plane, the clo•er you get to the subject. Close-up photography involves the use of accessories which allow you to increase the lensto-film distance significantly and thu• move in closer and get larger images.
To demonstrate the basic principl•• involved, let's examine the following
illustrations:

A

F
v
u

d

=focal length of lens
= image distance
= s u bject distance
= lens ext ens ion
(beyond infinity position)
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-------I - - - - - - t o • ' - - Diagram A illustrates an extremely simpli.fl.ed version .of the . l.ens position when focused at infinity. Here the image distance (v) is equal to the
focal length (F). So when a 50mm len• is focused at infinity the optical center
of the lens is 50mm away from the film, _ a lOOmm lens is lOOmm away and so
on. (Frequently, however, the optical designers of camera lenses "shift"
the optical center one way or the other and this gives rise to the asymmetric
effects mentioned last time. More on this later.)
Diagram B shows what happens to the subject distance as the image distance is increased. As you increase the lens extension (d) beyond the infinity
setting, the camera lens focuses on closer subjects. Thus as the lens -to-film
or image distance v (=F + d) increases, the subject distance u decreases.
Let's begin by calculating how much lens extension (d) you already have
on your camera lens. You can determine this from the focal length (F) of the
lens and the closest focusing distance (z) to the film plane. Simply insert these
values into the following formula: d = (F X F)/(z - ZF). If you have a SOmm
lens that focuses to 18" (450mm) without accessories, the formula would indi .:; ate that you have (SO X 50)/(450 - 100) or about 7mm of extension. In other
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words, compared to the lens position at the infinj+- 3etting, you move the lens
7mm farther away fr: n the film plane when you focus if to 18".
Gen er ally, wide-c.. . ~. gle lenses for 35mm cameras have 3-5mm of built-in
(helical . extension, normal lenses 5-7mm, and telephotos have 10-15mm of
extension. This is almost like having a "variable'' extension tube built right
onto the camera lens. How much o! the tube length you use depends on the
particu l~ r distance setting.
Photographers frequently state that if you use extension tubes, you are
limited to just a few extension lengths depending on which tube or combination
of tubes you use . Those who suggest this, however, overlook the fact that the
helical lens extension equals or exceeds the "jumps" in tube length, you have
a continuous range of extension just like you do with macro lenses or bellows
units.
Once you decide on the appropriate picture size in close-up photography,
it is convenient to have a method whereby you can determine immediately the
necessary extension so you know which tube or combination of tubes to attach.
The formula which does this is: dsiF /o, where d is the lens extension, F is
the focal length of the lens, i is one of the dimensions of the negative size, and
o is the corresponding dimension of the desired picture.
If you are using a 35mm camera, the short dimension (i) of the negative
is about 1". Mathematically then we can forget about the i term and the previous formula simplifies to: d=F /o. This is a very useful result because it
tells you that all you have to do is divide the desired short dimension of the
picture into the focal length of the lens to get the correct amount of extension.
Thus if you want a 2 11 short dimension with a 50mm lens, you need 2 5mm of
extension. A 3" dimention with a 135mm lens calls for 45mm of extension
and so on.
You can also use d=iF /o for other camera formats except that the i term
will not drop out like it does for the short dimension of the 35mm format. If
you have a 2. 25 11 x 2. 25" camera with an 80mm lens, then iF=l80 an~ you will
have to divide the short dimension of the picture (in inches) into 180 to get the
mm of ext ens ion.
Alternately, the formula for 35mm cameras can be rearranged to: F /d=o.
This tells you that if you divide the lens extension into the focal length, you
will obtain the short dimension of the picture (in inches). For example, if
you use 20mm of extension with a 35mm lens, the short dimension will be 1. 75".
The same extension used with a 50mm lens gives a 2. 5" dimension and iust
under 7" when used with a 135 mm lens.
After you determine the particualr extension length that will give you the
de~ired picture size, the next step is to have at least an intuitive idea of how
far away the subject will be when it is in best focus. The depth of field is so
small in close-up photography that, unless you know the approximate working
distance, you may have some trouble "finding" the subject in your viewfinder
even though you may be looking directly at it. If you intend to use a tripod
for the close -up, this information would enable you to set up the tripod at the
approximate subject distance without even looking into the viewfinder.
The formula which predicts the subject distance (u) from the optical center
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of the lens is: u=F(M+l) /M, .w here F is the focal length of the lens and M is the
magnification which (in case you forgot) is obtained by dividing the lens extension (d) by the focal length of the lens. Now you probably won't know exactly
where the optical center of the lens is, but the exact position is not that important. Since you will always make the final focusing adjustments visually,
an approximation to the actual subject distance is good enough for all practical purposes.
Admittedly, this formula is not too useful in its present form . There is,
however, a simple technique which can be derived from it. Look at the following table which lists the subject distances for three lenses ( 50mm, 7 5mm, and
13 5mm) at a few typical reproduction ratios. The 7 5mm lens is the "normal''
lens for 2.25" x 2.25" cameras.
Reproduction
Ratio

Subject Distance
50mm (2")
75mm ( 3 II)

1:8
1:7
1:6
1:5
1:4
1:3
1:2
1: 1
2:1

18"
16 II
14 II
12 II
10 11
811
611
4"
311

135mm (5. 4")
48.6"
43.2 11
37.8 11
32.4"
27.0 11
21.6 11
16.2 11
10.8"
8 . 1II

27"
24 11
2 1"
1 8 II
1 5 II
12 11
911
611
4. 5 II

If the reproduction ratio is in the form l:X, you can determine the subject
distance b y multiplying the focal length of the lens by (X +l). This is equivalent to solving the above formula and is the method I used to construct the table.
If you recall that the "X" of the reproduction ratio also correspqnds to the
short dimension of the picture for the 35mm format (Part I), you can relate
this short dimension directly to the subject distance by using the same technique .
The formula, the table, and the simple technique all indicate that you get
greater subject distances at the same magnification (i.e., the same picture
area) when you use the longer focal length lenses for the close-up . This increased subject distance usually improves the perspective and is important if
you are photographing some animate object where an otherwise closer sub j ect
dist'lnce (with the normal lens) might disturb it. The improved perspective,
greater subject distance, and increased depth of field (See Part III) are all
good reasons for using a moderate telephoto in close-up photography.
Next month I'll try to explain how you can determine the fhsh distance in
close -up photography when you use the lens ext ens ion devices .
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Subscribe now the new TEXAS CAVER.
Do not take the chance of
missing a single issue.
Send your material for publication to the new editor; Ken A. Griffin,
701 N. Post Oak Rd., Suite 1• Houston, Texas 77024.

*
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Int n. Las Pf,oras Cave, Menard County ©
by Tom Meador

w:_le

o n detached service after a beef, on November 21, 1874, Privates Scott Cooley and William Tradweek (McConnell, 1939) of Company " D",
Frontier Batallion of the Texas Rangers, discovered a band of Indians near
the head of Elm Creek, Menard County , Texas. The Indians fired at them.
The Rangers returned the fire and retreated to camp. Upon reaching "Headquarters of the Battallion" they immediately informed Captain Cicera R.
Perry of the fight. Capt ai n Perry sent Scott Cooley on to alarm the camp of
Company " D", which was camped nearby.
2nd Lieutenant L. P. Beavert (1874) wrote that " ... I at once mounted
twenty of my men and in company with the man fWilliam Trawe_ek] that had
been chased (as guide). I started in pUrsuit. On arriving at the place I soon
found the tra il and with but little dificulty[sic] followed it at nearly half
speed for a distance of about six miles where Lieut. [Dan. W. ]Roberts over
taken[took] me with a detac hment of ab o ut twenty men from his company ... "
When Li eutena nt Dan W. Roberts, of Company ''D", received word of
the encounter he immediately sent a messenger to the horse herd for the
animals to be driven into camp as soon as possible. Lieutenant Dan. W.
Roberts (1914:Pierce & Brown, 1946) later wrote that he " .... detailed a squad
of nine men to go with ... [him]. John Staggs, a young man who lived in
Menard County, was in our camp at the time and .... took an active part in
the fight that followed.
Major Jones' escort had moved out. ... and were half an hour ahead of
me. As soon as we could saddle our horses we mounted and struck a gallop,
taking a course a little south of the direction the escort had taken. I had
flankers out on each side, so that we could not run over the trail without
seeing it. We kept this speed for a distance of about eight miles when we
came in sight of men riding briskly to the south, and near the head of Saline
Creek. I thought we had sighted the Indians , but when I got nearer I saw it
was the escort, under command of [2nd]Lieutenant Best [L. P. Beavert], 1
and on the trail of the Indians. I thought they were going a little too slow,
as the Indians would soon reach a shelter of thickets and timber unknown to
[2nd] Lieutenant. .. [L. P. Beavert]. Since -(2nd] Lieutenant. .. [L. P. Beavert]
was my superior officer, I put my wits to work quickly, to master the situation. He had two men ahead of him trailing the Indians, but I thought them
too slow a 1 fuse 1 to fire in time. I rode to the side of [2nd] Lieutenant. ..
[L. P. Beavert] and asked him of I might assist these men in trailing, to
which he replied 1 Certainly, do S0 1 • Then I had my cue. I lost no time in
getting to them and struck a gallop on the trail. I knew what would follow
,~nd looking back and saw my men coming after me li.ke stampeded cattle .
. . . . . The clatter of hoofs [sic] was so fast that [the] e.sq;ort did not know
whether they were on the Indian trail or not. "
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2nd Lieutenant Beavert (1874) wrote that after Lieutenant Dan W.
Roberts overtook him " .... an effort was then made to increase our speed
[, ] but the country being very rou.gh [, ] the trail was soon run over and
loosed (lost] but found again and followed with the same vigor [.]
It was then agreed to that Lieut. Dan W. Roberts was to move his
command to the right of mine regardless of the trail and I with my command
to follow the trail which was done and after following (it] a distance of about
two miles I came to where they had just killed a beef. The Indians then
scattered and I found it very difficult to bring the trail together as the
country was exceedingly broken and rocky .... ''
Lieutenant Dan W. Roberts ( 1914:Pierce & Brown, 1946) states that
after he passed 2nd Lieutenant L. P. Beavert "The trail went down a tributary of the Saline about two miles and turned abrupt! y up another tributary
of the same stream, making a V, and leading back northwest 2 to the prairie
again. Within two miles ... I came in sight of them. They were riding leisur~y and saw us ... about the time we discovered them, but (they] did not
attempt to run. I saw they were going to give us a fight. 11
"Leiu. [sic] D. W. Roberts overtook the Savages near the head of Big
Saline.'' (Perry, 1874). Two Indians were killed in the fight before the Indians
broke and ran. Private George Bryant shot one Indian in the back of the head
during the running fight.
Next, according to Lieutenant Dan W. Roberts (1914): "The front
(Indian] rider ... plied his quirt, but his horse was failing and I soon got to
him. He jumped off his horse and threw up his hands in surrender, ... ''·
Corporal Thurlow Wood was left in charge of the Indian, while Lieutenant
Dan W. Roberts and the other Rangers cant inued the chase.
"Within two miles we were up again and exchanging 'hot compliments 1
with them.'' wrote Roberts (1914:Pierce & Brown, '946), "We made two
more 'good Indians 1 in that round. Our horses being exhausted [we] ... could
go no further. 11
2nd Lieutenq.nt L. P. Beavert (1875) wrote(fig. l)that 11 • • • up to this time

w~ ~ ~ ~ d'~v

. dUT~ ~ ~ du~-o
~ ~z
fA/0.4

U4/

lP

fiu,/ tlwJ ~

awed

euva~ ""~ vhl

~ ~~~ d.,uUJ ~;ii(d.. · ~

~ ~ ~~_6,L; tJlt«J ~ I#()U'1rd/~ t:U4/d

~ c~~~ ~ ~4 ~·~df ~ ~~ ~

Tcz--r~ ~ ~P~ . 4" #;y. ~ (MJ 4- ~ ~
&..,~ 4.,..C U,.bU} ~ ~~~ fAA) ~~ ~(1/
Figure 1.

A portion of 2nd Lieutenant L. P. Beavert's letter.
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there [were] five Indians left with four horses to male~ their escape if not
pursued and overtaken at once and upon examinati r [of] ... my regiment I
found that there was l ·ere] but two horses besides my own that. .. [were]
up with the command ar...d able to make the second chase so I taken [took]
them and went in pursuit and at a distance of about three miles came up with
them and commenced firing upon them and they being encouraged at the sight
of only three men soon began to return the fire briskly using guns [,] pistols
& bows [ nd arrows] and we then being the weaker party did not succeed in
stopping them untill[sic] they reached a cave on Loss Morris [sic] Creek about
one mile distance where they dismounted and went in. The damage in the last
chase to that time was one horse killed [,]one mule wounded and one Indian
shot and disabled so that it taken [took] two others to drag him into the cave.
Several shots were then fired into the cave [,]but [I] cant [sic] tell the effect
[of the shots]. I then went in pursuit of help[,] but did not get any [help) untill
[sic) nearly night which was three citizens[.] The cave was then investigated
but found almost impregnable as they had piled rock and brush in front and
crouched behind them were entirely hidden from our sight [. ] I then started
runners of [for] more help but did not get i t there untill[sic) nearly midnight
but before it reached us the Indians had stealthily crawled out and made their
escape[.] upon examination several of their trinkets[sic) were found in the
cave and considerable [sic] quantities of blood as if serious damage had been
done [to] them while in the cave. 11
Years later Lieutenant Dan W. Roberts (l914;Pierce & Brown, 1946)
wrote the following concerning 2nd Lieutenant L. P. Beavert 1 s chase and the
cave : Lieutenant Beavert 11 • • • reached [within] gunshot of them again, and
shots were exchanged until the Indians reached a safe cover, in a place that
they had evidently been making for. It was a short canyon, emptying into Las
Moras Creek, and at its head it shelved under, making a big space they could
take their horses under, and [with] no approach to it except the way they went
into it. So (2nd) Lieutenant Best [L. P. Beavert) would edge around until he
could see under the shelving rocks andg1ve them a fire occasionally, but probably with no effect. He, however wounded one or two of them before they
reached this place. Dark(ness was] coming on, (2nd] Lieutenant ... L. P.
Beavert] would not give up. He sent a man to Menardville, about eight miles
away, for help. He and one man stayed there to watch as best they could.
And near daylight, next morning, his succor came. But the danger of the
Indians having fortified their position so as to make attack deadly from the
outside [,] they waited until good daylight to make it. They ventured cautiously until they saw the Indians had escaped. 11
Major John B. Jones (1874) wrote Adjutant General William Steele,
giving the following description of the fight at the cave 11 • • • [2nd] Lt. Beavert
with only two men, the horses of the other having broken down, overtook
the other ... five (Indians] ... when they took refuge in a cave among the rocks
wpere he fought them until night, killing one and wounding one. He remained
at the cave until midnight, endeavoring to keep them there until daylight, but
under cover of the intense darkness they crawled out and made their escape.
His horses being entirely broken down he was unable to pursue them further. 11
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In a Supplemental Report of the Adjutant General (Steele, 1874), of the
same year, the following -. niilf statement concerning the cave was made:
" ... [2nd] Lieut. L. P. Beavert, Company B., Frontier Batallion, with a
detachment of Major John B. Jones 1 escort, kept up the pursuit, and with
only two men, (the horses of the others having broken down) overtook the
remaining five Indians, when they took refuge in a cave among the rocks,
where he fought them until night, killing one and wounding one. [2nd]
Lieut. Beavert remained at the cave, endeavoring to keep them there until
daylight, but undercover of the intense darkness the Indians crawled out
3
and made their escape. "
A descendant of one of the participants wrote that " ... the Indians ran
into a cave on Los Moras Creek; Menard County. The rangers decided to
guard the cave until the Indians came out. After a while ... Mr. Mires ...
.became impatient and crawled into the cave to bring the redskins out, but
they had evidently escaped during the night. 11 (Wilkinson, 1936).
During the same day as the fight and chase, Captain Cicera R. Perry
(1874) wrote a letter to Adjutant General William Steele, in which he stated
that the captured Indian, "Which I have at present in camp. Will start him 1
tomorrow to A us tin with Corporal M. H. Muq:hy and detachment of four
men ... The Indian .... states tha.t they are of the Comanche tribe. 11 The
prisoner 1 s name was Little Bull (King, 1884) and he was later sent 11 • • • to lhe
state prison as a public enemv. 11 (Elkins, 1909).
Three horses (Webb, 1935) one Spencer rifle, and two Remington pistols were also captured in the fight. 4 (King, 1884:Steele, 1874).
The Intelligencer -Echo, an A us tin newspaper, carried the following
brief statement concerning the fight: "on the 21st inst. , in a fight between
a detachment of Rangers, in Menard County, and nine Indians, five of the
red devils were killed and one was captured. The Indians were Comanches. "
(Anonym-ous, 1874).
FOOTNOTES
l. Lieutenant Dan W. Roberts (1914:Pierce & Brown, 1946) mistakenly
refers to Lieutenant L. P. Beavert as Lieutenant Best''. There was a Lieutenant B. F. Best in the Texas Rangers during 1874, but he was in Company
"E" and did not participate in this fight (Wilbarger, 1890).
2. According to Lieutenant L. P. Beavert(l874) the Indians were traveling to
the south and made "· .. a short turn to the right with their direction nearly
North ... 11 •
3 .. Portions of this report also appeared in the Adjutant General's Reports
for 1875 (Steele, 1875) and 1884 (King, 1884).
4. Writing about the horses that were captured during the fight, Captain
Cicera R. Perry (1874) stated that "Several were left on the trail, wounded
& given out. 11 Six Indians were killed during the fight (Jones, 1874). Other
Rangers known to have participated in this fight were B. Cowen, W. W. Lewis,
Henry Sackett (McConnell, 1939) and S. P. Elkins (1909).
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DOES IT AGAIN!

by Chuck Stuehm
While setting out direction signs for the TSA Rescue Training Session ·!
was double teamed by a tail wagging Doe ('-s the dirty old man of Texas caving
I can't resist a pretty wagging tail) 3.nd a kamikazi Buck. As I rounded a bend
in the road this Doe was standing by the pavement and turned and started for
the fence, while watching her to make sure she didn't double back, her boyfriend appeared right in front of me and messed up himself and the front end
of my station wagon. Tom Meador of San Angelo proved to be a great friend
in time of need and pulled me to Rocksprings to Lonnie O'Neals Garage.
If you remember, Mike Walsh had the same problem some time in the
spring and Lonnie did a real good job of fixing Mike's van at a good price.
Well, Lonnie couldn't do anything for my radiator so we had to wait till
Monday morning to go to Kerrville. You won't believe this but it's true, Lonnie
drove me to Kerrville in his car and back to Rocksprings, replaced mow radiator, spent about 6 hours of his time and charged me only $20. After buying
anqther radiator that's about all I had. I asked him why so little and he said
11
Cause your a caver. ''
This is truly a cavers friend. Lonnie now has a wrecker in case of need
a nd he will soon have a phon~ so he can be called. So if you are ever in Rocksprings and have car trouble, remember Lonnie 0 'Neal.
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TSA Cave Rescue Training
by Chuck Stuehm
Well, the second TSA Rescue Training Session has happened, and I
guess that's all anyone can say about it. Although there were a few, ve ry few,
people who told me they liked it and that they were glad they came, I felt that
many were disappointed. Well, I don't blame them, as I was disappointed also.
The participants seemed reluctant to really become inv ol ve d in the sessions to the degree experienced at the first rescue session. I'm not sure what
the trouble was for certain, but I think it partly boiled down to poor organization. I take the blame for this and I offer my apologies to everyone w ho attended.
We will have to do much better the next time.
Now, don't get the idea that it was all bad. There we r e some real good
things going out there at Midnight Ca ve and there ar e a lot of peopl e w ho deserve a lot of credit. A gypsum flower (photograph only! ! ) should go to Glenn
Darilek, Bob Farris, and Jim Jas ek for the presentations they ga ve . The boys
from Central Catholic Search and Rescue Team did a bang up job, just as they
did on our first training session. There are a bunch o£ ve ry dedicate d ca vc rs
in that grotto and I was proud of the work they accomplished. Under t he leadership of Pete O'Neill and Brothe r Mar v in Sannemann t his g roup is going places.
Thanks go to Steve Gutting for setting up a two- way communic ations
system for us. CB radios wer e set up on top of the hill to camp and a field
radio system installed at both ends of the pit, which wo r ke d ve ry well. Vince
Orozco did most of th e photography for recording this event and if noth ing e lse
came out good his pictur e s did.
One of the things that hurt most of us was that ther e we r e over 40 people
signed up to take the basic section, and 22 to take the advanc ed section . Only
16 showed up for the first part and 4 for the second. W e had o ve r 20 people
there to act as instructors and instructor helpers. Bad! Bad!
Even before we
left Carta Valley,
plans were under way
for another session
during the last part
of this year or the
first part of next
year. If you know of
a good location,
please let me know.
The next session will be much
better planed and
well organized. We
promise to have
skilled people on
hand, start on time
and take every safety
precaution possible.
I'll see you there.
Gates up and
Photo by Vince Orozco
safe caving.
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If God Made It, Why Should I Pay To See It?
There once was an old man who had worked very, very hard all his life.
Through modest living and much sacrifice, he had managed to save a great
deal of money, at least by his standards, He was somewhat at a loss as to
what to do with his money until one day he read in the paper that a large cave
atop the mountain may be quarried at one end by the local limestone company.
The old man thought back to the days of his youth when he had enioyed climb ing through the cave on his own. "Even th o ugh limestone is needed to build
roads, it would be a shame to deprive future generations of being able to see
tht:> cave", he thought to himself.
So, the old man took most of his savings and bought all the land over the
cave. It cost him more than he thought it would because there were many
pieces of property to buy to get all the cave. Also, the fact that the limestone
company was interested made the price per acre go much higher than usual.
"The cave is now preserved, as it has always been, for those who en ioy exploring it'', said the old man, and he was happy.
However, a few weeks after the cave and land had been bought, the old
man's attorney told him it may be a good idea to get some insurance in case
somebody got hurt. So he got the insurance which was very expensive . The
people who visited the cave had to park their cars on the main road and then
hike through the woods for almost a mile to get to the cave's entrance. Many
of the people who frequented the cave complained about this and suggested to
the old man that it would be nice if he would build a road to the cave and also
of course a small parking lot for them to park their cars. He was very reluctant to do this, but the cars parking along the main road were creating a
traffic problem_ Besides , such a road could be valuable in case of a forest
fire . So the old man finally bowed to pressure and had a road and parking lot
cleared.
The new road encouraged more people t o c ome to the cave and soo n litter
from picnics and the Sunday cavers were creating a terrible mess. Bottles,
cans and paper were everywhere. The old man tir e d v ery quickly from
cleaning up the refuse and gave cons ide ration to closing off the road. But
those who visited the cave said "You can't do that, you have no right to prevent people from seeing this cave put there by nature!" So the old man dipped
further into his dwindling savings and hired a boy to come twice a week to
clean up .
Soon the people who visited the cave were asking one more small favor o f
the old man, who they knew had a lot of money_ How else could he afford to
buy all that land? They complained that the people had no restroom facilities
out in the isolated areas of the cave property . "It is only right that some rest room fac i lities be built", they said. Now the old man wanted to do what is
right; and he did unde_rstand the need in that he spent a good deal of time at th e
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cave himself. So he h . ~ a carpenter-Er ie . . come in a nd build a couple of
"johns" but the local • o ning. officer and the county health officer put a stop to
the proj ect . They. told the old man that under the new county he alth laws,
public rest rooms must have flush toilets._ Thea t he old man had to build a
set of conc t" ete restroo ms , have a well drilled, and have a very elaborate
sewage system put in to comply with the law.
When the old tnan received his property tax notice, he realized that
before long he would be broke . The price t hat he had to pay for the land had
made the assessment ao up ac c ordingly-- -a nd all he had to live on was his
savings. Furth~r, the people who v isited the cave wer e making more and
more demands upon him. They wanted the. dirt road paved because their cars
got stuck when it rained. They wanted picnic tables with a shelter and fireplaces. Tha1e who were coming for the first time complained because there
were no signs to help them find th e place. Others thought that guides should
be available for those who were afraid to enter the cave alone. Many felt
that the cave llhould have some e lectric lights in it for tho s e picnickers who
didn't bring flashlights.
·
Finally the old man· could take no more. He went to see the State Di r ector of the Bureau of Parks, asking if he wo uld buy the cave for the people .
The Parks director hea rd him out and then tried to explain the position of the
state. "Do you realize that there a re over 40 0 caves in this state? If the
government was to buy, and more imp~l'tantly, try to maintain and patrol
every cave, scenic overlook a nd waterfall in this state 1 the taxpayers would
soon be broke . The state leaislature bas a lot of pressure on it to keep down
taxes and they've cut our budget to a minimum. State lands take a lot of tax
dollars to maintain and quite frankly we~are at our limit. Besides, there is
already a state park not fiftee n miles from your cave and we have to spread
these parks around a litt le . I'm afraid you're stuck with it ." It seemed that
nobody wanted to buy the old m an's cave except the limestone company and
that was the last thing he wanted.
The old man'• friends laughed at h im and told him he sould have let the
quarry have the cave kl the first place. It seemed everybody was enjoying
his cave but him. Then the old ma n hit on an idea. "Suppose", he thought
to himself, "that if I charge each person who visits th e cave a fee based on my
per capita cost to maintain the grounds and cav e. In t hi s way I could pay for
some sighs and literature •o that p•o-ple won't get lost trying to find the cave;
have lights; have a guide to te ll the people the history of the cave and show
them around; pave the road and parking lot; do all the things that need to be
done for a picnic area; pay my taxes and insurance ; and still be able to preserve the cave for posterity. "
Well that'• just what the old man did . He took what little was left of his
savings and borrowed what else he felt he needed, his project took almost a
year to complete. Making the cave floor easily walkable for women and children was a bigger project than he thought it would be; a nd the costs in general
for signs, paving, and so forth had a way of being higher than anticipated.
The price he had to have fo r tickets at first seemed a little high to him, but as
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bills kept coming in he began to feel it may not be enough . "Of course, if
enough people come", he said, "maybe I won't have to raise the price" .
The old man was excited about the upcoming opening day . because he wu
very proud of how he had fixed up the cave and grounds. He did feel bad though
that none of the old. cavers would be up. They had already said they wouldn't
pay to see a place that they were accustomed to visiting for free, This had
confused him somewhat because basically his improvements were the things
that they had asked for.
On the morning of the opening day, the old man got up early and opened
the ticket window in the little booth he had built for himself and waited---and
waited. He knew that many of the local people were unhappy about paying to
see the cave, but he didn't think it was this bad . Finally a car came in with
a young man and his girl friend who, the old man could tell, were not from th e
area. Th e young man had a beard and long hair that seemed to suggest, at le a st to
to the old m an, that he considered himself one of nature's children . "Is ther e
a charge to see this c ave?", he asked as he approached the ticket window .
Th e old m an sa id there was and pointed to the price sign above the window.
Th e young m an stared at the sign for a moment and then looked at the old
man. "What r ight do you have" , he asked "to charge admission to a place put
there by God ? A place like this is for the people, and no one individual should
own it! You have no right to try to capitalize on it!"
T he old man started to e xplain, but stopped . .. , . "It is no use", he thought
"I ' m getti ng too old to argue. I've .t ried to give the people what they want . He
do e a !:'l 't understand . ... Maybe nobody understands" . He apologized to the youn g
ma n and c losed the ticket window, and wearily got into his C:ir .
Upo n ar riv ing back at his simple dwelling, he walked stnight to the phon e.
With te ar s in h is ey e s, he made a call - - -to the Mountain Valley Limestone
Compa ny .
E ND
Th e re is a sequel to this story. After selling to the Cement Company a
group of area businessmen bought part of the land back from the Cement Co.,
enough to reopen part of the cave, upstream from the original entrance which
is now in the middle of thP. Quarry Pit.
About 500, 000 people now visit this cave each year although it is mo,re
distantly located from a large city than any of our Texas Caves except Sonora,
and is not near an interstate .
J .o hn P. Bridges
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ILLUSIVE PIT MAP

*

*

One of the more significant speleological discoveries in the past few years
Illusive Pit with its 133 meter drop, and a surveyed depth of 192 meters, has '
been mapped recently by members of the AMCS. This discovery of the Laredo
Grotto shows that significantly deep pits may be found in Northern Mexico .
This map should clear Uf> some di11cussion on the actual depth. Notice that the
dimen sions on the map are given in meters.

*

TEXAS CAVER IS
CHANGING

the

TexascaveR

Preview: 1974 CJexas Caver
The totally new 1974 TEXAS CAVER is a whole new
experience- a very different and completely redesigned m agazine. It's got a new staff of zonkers from
H ouston headed up by the infamous Ke n A. Griffin
(c reator of Speleo T . Agnew and other nonsense). God
help us! The new ' 74 CAVER's got a n ew 11 x 17
magazine-fold format , typeset columns, lots of photos
and graphics. exciting a rticles and reports. The price
(unfortuna t e ly) has been forced up 50~ . Because of

difference . So right now, send your measley $4.50 to
the TEXAS CAVER I 1218 Melrose I Waco , Texas
76710. If you've already subscribed at the old cheapo
rate (prior to December first) , then you've pulled a fast
one and saved half a buck. If you don't want to
subscribe just send in your $4. 50.

Et ta men in busdam

Nam liber

11x17$4.50CHEAP!
the postage increase , inflationary rises in film and
materials costs , it's gonna be $4.50 for 12 big fine
issues. But , by gosh, it's worth it!
Thi s a d is a sample of the new page layout and design.
The p a p er is a 70 lb . gloss enamel , just like this is
printed on. The new 11 x 17 fold size will be just like a

New Editor: 01' Whatsisname

rea l magaz ine and will open flat so you can read it
without using your hands . Just think of the
possibilities!
Need less to say, yo ur nifty articles, photos , reports are
essential to make the new good ol' CAVER even more
inte resting and relevant. So get out your crayons and
contribute . Send your stuff to the Editor: Ken A.
Griffin I 701 North Post Oak Rd. , Suite 4 I Houston,
T exas 77024.
H ow ca n the TEXAS CAVER afford such a drastic
cha nge? Glad you asked . We've sold some real ads to
h e lp cover this gross extravagance. The price increase
helps also. Your subscriptions (a nd your friend's and
mother's subscripti ons) a re needed to make up the

iSUBSCRIBE NOW!
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Some people taking formations from Quarry Cave, near
Inner Space Caverns , have made a gate necessary for this
cave . Pete Lindsley came down from Dallas and has
meas ur ed the entrance; and is in the process of fabricating
a gate.
Blake Harrison was involved in an accident at Precipicio
in which he dislocated his shoulder . He stumbled and fell
a very short distance in the cave and was able to make the
trip down the mountain under his own power, with ·only moderate difficulty , considering the situation.
Regarding the article on infrar ed locations of caves: a little
re search in the geographical files will reveal that the U.S. A. F.
and the C . LA. were detecting and locating caves in Cuba during the early Kennedy administration. This is nothing new.
Tom Wright.

Dr. Karel Klincko, a specialist in a children's hospital in
eastern Czechoslovakia, has discovered that bedding down
his young patients in a cave for four hours a day is a presupposition for successful treatment of asthma.
Ernst Kastnig has been appointed the History Editor of the
NSS Bulletin, as announced in the October NSS News. Ernst
recently came to Texas from the Northeast Region, so the
TSA bas gained a valuable membe_r.
The NSS Library needs a copy of the October 1971 Texas Caver
to complete its files. Contact Amanda Stokes, NSS Librarian,
if you have a copy to dona te.
Tell that lazy, illiterate oaf A. Richard that I still have my
excellent map of Bartel's Cave for him but that he must
ransom it with a full length letter, none of those stingy, twobit postcards accepted. The Rain God. B. Frederic Beck.
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News --& His tory
AGGIE SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
The organizational meeting of the Aggie Speleological Society was a
fabulous success with 55 prospective members attending. After the meeting,
it was discovered that fifteen members had previous caving experience. Nine
of the fifteen decided to check out Gorman Cave in expectation of a club trip
for neophyte cavers there the next weekend.

AAC
Our latest grotto meeting was held on September 25th. Slides were
shown by Karen Clement of the Cascade Caverns Cleanup and the TSA BOG
meeting. The idea of mailing Christmas cards to cave owners again this
year was voted in. The monthly BOG meeting was held October 10, 1973, at
Karen Clement's place of residence.
Ruth Darilek found an old mimeograph machine at Ollene Bundrant's
which is the property of the AAC for use for the Bexar CaveT.
We had a party at Cascade Caverns on October 28, 1973. There was a
spe cia l tour to ,the lower level, we were able to rig the sink after the daily
tours were over. Mr. Bridges kindly provided us with a Bar-B-Q dinner and
we all h a d a good time.

CORPUS CHRISTl CAVERS
This summer a club trip found us in the Kerrville and Wimberly areas
checking out caves. We found several new ones, but they were all too short
to be termed exciting. Wayne Russell and Raymond Miller journeyed to
Mexico over Labor Day weekend and participated in Project '73 at Bustamonte Canyon. The Corpus Christi Caving Club held it's monthly meeting
October 2 and discussed upcoming projects, trips and presented slides. · The
next regular meeting will be held on the second Thursday of the month.

SOUTHWEST REG ION'S ANNUAL MEETING
Plans are well under way for this year's Southwest Region's Annual Meeting to be held December 7, 8 and 9th at Alamogordo, New Mexico. The main
program is to be held in the meeting building at the north end of Alameda Park.
The Park is located at the intersection of Highway 70-54 and lOth street. The
theme of this year's convention will be "Know More to Do More".
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Southwst Regional's Annual Meeting

Friday, December 7th, l.ieneral Get-Together:

Rolfs, 2307 Cherry Ln,
Alamogordo, 4 3 7-7482

Saturday, December 8th
8:00AM
Registration
9-ll:30 AM
Sessions l-5
9:00AM
Slide registration for slide contest
11:30-1:00 PM Lunch break (do your own)
l-4:30 PM
Sessions 6-12
4:00PM
Close of slide registration
4:30-6:00 PM Break
6 -7:00 PM
Dinner (Check at registration. W e're wo rking on this)
P r ogram: "Ca v in g Roads "
7-7:45 PM
Business Sessi on -A nnual Meeting
7:45-8:30 PM Tall Tal e Contest
8:30
Slide Contest Results
SPIRIT TIME! ! !
Sunday, December 9th
Rope work in canyon behind to wn
Special caving trips as w orkable
SNOW trip (if there's snow) . Bring y our inner tubes, sleds, etc.
Skiers: you know about Cloudcroft and Sierra Blanca.
EXHIBITS:
Caving Artsy- Craftsy: Exhibit your handi crafts , art crafts , whatever
(weaving , T-Shirts , belts, paintin gs, drawings, etc . ) MUST follow
a caving theme . If you wish to sell, please note with a 3x 5 inch card
next to the item. You will be responsible for your sales. Prize for
the best exhibit.
Rhodes' and their traveling bookstore. Some fine items.
Tall Tale Contest
l. Must be caving related (even if it's told b y a caver!)
2. Limit of two entries per person .
3. Limited to three, double-spaced, type w ritten pages per entry.
4. Must be read in the contest by someone (author or author-appointed) .
5 . Must be willing to let submission b e printed in the Southwestern Caver.
Slide Contest: Limit of three slides per category per person . Registration
closes at 4:00PM Saturday. Judging will be done prior to the evening
presentation. Registration: 10¢ per slid e . P rize for each c ate go r y
winner.
Cave Entrances
Cate gor ie s:
PUNOGRAPHIC (humor in caving)
Vertical Action in a Cave (rop e, c hirr> neying, etc . )
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New Photographers (only people who have not eritered a'
slide contest before. M',lst be caving related.)
Troglodytes (cavers in any activity)
Non-Carbonate Caves (gypsum, lava, etc.)
Scenic fmust be in a cave. )
If anyone has any questions, contact Rich Breisch, P. 0 . Box 3'D 14, Boles
Rural Station, · Alamogordo, New Mexico, 88310, or Ells Rolfs, 2307 Cherry
Lane, Alamogordo, New Mexico, 88310, 437-7482 .

CALL FOR PAPERS:
Caving related subjects. Subjects that cavers are lik&ly fo be irlvolved
in, or whatever.
Sessions are to be 30 minutes long. Twenty minutes for the presentation
and 10 minutes for questions is the recommencled format.
Requirements for visual aid equipment should be mentioned early . If
you need anything, not.ify us at the time you submit your abstract.
Please submit an abstract of your presentation by November 20th to the
~bove addresses.
You will be informed of the time of your presentation. If
~l.l 4.ave a special time .need, please inform us.
'
If you have any objection of your presentation being published in tha
i.!5 b uthwestern Caver, please state so .
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ON THE PRECIPICE
by Wayne Russell

We w ill never kno w who first discovered the cav e s or just when he did so.
Certainly they w ere discovered 1 1 many times in the past as succeeding w aves
of humanity o ccupied this p art o f Mexico. Nomadic hunters, peaceful farmers,
a nd arrogant conquerors pass e d through the canyon then vanished, soon to be
for g otten as they we re r e placed by still others. For untold centuries men
l oo ked up at th e cav e s in wo nd e r and, perhaps, fear. Did they conceal a vast
tr e asur e of w ealth or we r e th ey th e abode of unspea k able creatures and evil
s p irits who c am e fo r th to s t a l k t he can yo n at ni ght ? Whate v er dar k secrets
th e y contain e d th e c a ve s kept in v i o late behind forbidd in g cliffs, gazing down
fr om th e ir lofty p e r c h a nd mocking th e tiny figures o f m en belo w.
I 11 disc ov ered 1 1 th e cave s on S eptember 17, 1972 . I accompanied a group
o f T exans who tr e at e d s ome o f th e Frenchmen in Michael Siffre 1 s support
p arty to a tour o f La C ruta d e l P a l m ito then retired to th e ban k s of the stream
in Bust e monte Canyon to s w im and rela x before returning to the states .
Naturally w e spent a lot of time
pointing out v ague holes and 11 possible 11
caves visible in the cliffs lining the
canyon. Most w ere ob v iously mere
shelters but on e group struck me as
having tremendous potential.
Near its we stern e d g e the south
w all of the canyon w as split by a fault
and clearly v isible along the fracture
w ere three lar g e e nt ran c e s . 0£ the s e
the highest was definitely a cave for a
jet black void contrasted sharply with
the dimly lit entrance chamber. If all
three caves were connected by the fault
line a vast system might extend into the
heart of the mountain and reach considerable depth.
According to Lo gan McNatt and
Pete Strickland the caves had never been
checked because of their inaccessibility.
So, in the manner of paperback heroes,
I determined then and there, to accept
the challenge, man against nwuntain
and all that stu££.
If finding the caves was a simple
matter, getting to them proved to be
something of a problem. Our first
attempt began and ended on October 8,1972
Photo by Keith Heuss
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when Roger McMillan and I failed, like countless others, to find a direct rout e
up from the base of the cliff. Then on December 23rd John Graves and I
followed a nearly ridgeline until at its crest it intersected the cliff face at the
level of the highest cave. From that point we hoped to follow a ledge directly
into the cave 1 s entrance. Alas, after hours of climbing we found the 11 ledge"
was only a crack which is too wide for pitons and too narrow for people. By
now it was getting dark and we had to return to camp defeated once more.
The third assault was made on December 30, 1972. We found that if we
were to avoid
a long and dangerous climb up the face itself using bolts
and pitons, only one alternate route remained. It was a very circuitous route
indeed beginning about a mile west of the caves, leading up a lo-ng talus slope
then along a hogback ridge to the western edge of the face, over thf' crest,
and down the eastern side to a ledge which we hoped would lead us into the
main cave. We would be unable to see any of the caves from the time when
we started until we actually stood in t he entrance , if we could get that far.
Our party consisted of Chuck Stuehm, John Graves, myse1f, and John
Parker, a visitor and excellent caver from Wales, Great B r 1tt1in. This was
his first cave trip in North America. About halfw ay to the crest Chuck left
us to do some sightseeing on his own and the rest of us plodded on up the
mountain dodging cactus and trying to avoid contact with a •ungle of lechiguilla
and other prickly growths along the trail. Alternately cursing the local vegitation and muttering oath• · ahout whoever made the mottntain sn steep we
1
enjoyed a fantastic view of the desert below.
At last the moment of truth arrived as we reacherl. the edge of the precipice and, after some hesitation, su -: cessfully negotiated the ledge leading to
the entrance of the cave which becan •t> known as La Gn1ta del Precipicio. A
quick check of the upper level revealed no footprints in the thick dust on the
floor and no sign atrywhere that a nyo ne had preceeded us. The initial thrill
of discovery was repeated many times as further expiorati. ·n revealed that
this was indeed a major cave find for this part of Mexico worthy of detailed
study and investigation.
After you find a cave what do you name it? At first we w~;:r.· told by others
that our cave must be the one known to locals as El Volcan but subsequent
research revealE!d tha1 th1s, as yet unlocated, cave is some distance down
the canyon to the east and that our holes were apparently unnamed. So they
were named by the cavers who first explored them.
La Gruta del Precipicio
The presently known cave can be divided into three sections, each having
its own personality. The first 430 meters of passage (entrance level) is essentially horizontal and uniform in size, a classic phreatic tube. It is quite
dry and the floor is covered with a thick layer of dust, dirt, and guano, sometimes coated with a very thin calcite shell. At times a strong air current
passes through this level but it has not been traced to its source and is lost
before one reaches the pit at the end of the upper ~evel. A 45 meter series
of drops leads to a dry, high, and wide fissure-like passage which is encrusted
with gypsum deposits throughout its length. To the north the fissure l:>ecomes
narrow and very difficult and has never been explored to its end. To the south
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it follows a strong joint for a couple hundred meters then suddenly spills 2 0
meters into. a huge void.
The 'iBig Room" is divided into nearly equal halves by a monstrous breakdown mountain. The first half is largely barren of speleothems but beyond
the barrier the size, beauty, and numbers of the massive formations can best
be compared to those of nearby La Gruta del Palmito. They are fantastic.
While parts of the big room are damp, most of the cave is quite dry and the
only reliable water sources are t wo very small and hard to find pools.
Bat bones and old guano piles are numerous in the big room but no bats
have been seen. While subject to ini'iuence by local weather conditions the
air temperature in the cave is unco m monly high. The final drop into the
big room should be negotiated with care because much of the rock at this
point is quite loose and easily disturbed. On more than one occassion a
climbers" ro pe has dislodg e d large rocks nearly resulting in severe injury to
the p e rson on the rope. The total surveyed length of the cave at this date
is over 800 meters.
Ojo del Gato
This cave is reached by a 60 meter ra ppel from the entrance of La Gruta
del Precipico. The entrance is fissure-like and appears larger than its 5x25
meter dimensions. The cave consists of one fair sized room, with a flat
guano covered floor, which follows what is either a fault line or an extremely
strong joint. It appears to lead straight int o th e heart of the mountain and is
probably the same fracture that makes up the second level of La Gruta del
Precipicio. Howeve r it is closed off b y breakdown and flowstone after only
20 meters.
Cueva del V tentos
This is the lowest of the three main caves and is only about 35 meters
above the base of the cliff. It is about 20 meters below the entrance of Ojo
de Gato and can be reached only by a rappel from the upper caves. There
are two entrances, one at each end of its short length (about 2 0 meters) and
the cave captures and amplifies the powerful air currents that pass through
the canyon creating a wind tunnel effect.
Trail Information
The caves are located within the boundaries of the new park in Canon
de Bustemonte and excellent camping sites are available nearby.
A person in good physical condition should be able to reach the main
cave about four hours after leaving the canyon road. The climb is strenuous
but not particularly difficult under normal conditions. Parts of the trail
cannot be safely negotiated after dark and an as cent to the cave should never
be attempted in wet or icy weather. At times very strong winds rake the
canyon walls and can seriously hamper progress along the trail. The caves
are usually very dry and there is no water near the trail on the mountain.
Dehydration is a real danger and each person should take at least 4 liters of
water with him up the mountain.

If the lower caves are to be visited a rope of at least 100 meters long
will be needed. A number of possible cave entrances have been seen along
the trail and on the mountain nearby, so it is quite possible that new discoveries will be made in the area.
Aftermath
Since that first trip many people from various groups have visited La
Gruta del Precipicio to explore or survey or just to look. To the best of my
knowledge Steve Fleming and I are the only people who have descended to the
lower caves to date. All of the caves were vir gin until December 1972 but
by September the main cave was in need of a cleanup. On the first trip we
were careful to leave no litter in the cave but later groups left plastic bottles,
candy wrapp e rs, LRP ration bags and other trash strewn throughout the cave.
This is very disappointing because almost all visitors have been very experienced cav e rs and many have been leaders in their various groups. Because
of their. location th e cave is fairly safe from locals so we can look to ourselves
as the rn ost likely culprits if this cave becomes grossed out like most of the
well known c a ve s in the area. If you carried that candy wrapper a few hundred
kilomet e rs to get it to the cave you can surely carry it a little further, at
least until ydu get back to the bottom of the mountain.

Photo by Keith Heuss
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DATE: August 25-26, 1973
DESTINATION: Checking leads in Wimberly and Ke rr v ille
PERSONNEL: Atwood Broo k s, M a t t Far r a r , D an Long, Vernell Platte,
Wayne Russell, Bob Smith, a n d Darr e ll Re ese
REPORTED BY : Wayne Russell
On this weekend w e d ec ide d t o c h eck so m e le ads whi ch n ew members had
brought to our attention. On Sat u r day , Woody guide d us to four small caves
on a friends land and e v en arran ged per m issi o n to use a s m all cabin on the
property near Wimberly, Te x as. Afte r s e t ting up c a m p we headed for the
caves at about sunset.
The largest and m ost notew o rthy c a ve, a 2 0 me t e r vertical shaft, w as
visited first. Since Woody had arranged t h e t r i p he w as granted the questionable honor of !ipaking the first descent. Wh e n a f e w f e et above the bottom his
carbide lamp wa s ext i n guished and h e was una b le to relight it so he poked
around using his backup fla sh li gh t wh ile M a t t rappell e d do w n to keep him company. Once on the bottom Matt a n al yz ed t h e s ituat ion and i mmediately announced that they were returning to the surface becaus e t he lo w er part of the p it
was filled with BAD AIR.
A few moments later Matt 1 s ringing voice brought more news to those
~aiting at the entranciJ.
''There's a copperhead down here' ' . This was alarrn~ng because the bottom of the pit was very small and, having no apparent l'eads,
it was no place to encounter an arousedviper . Fortunately this one w as fairly
complacent so it was ftot necessary to kill it . While Matt and Woody donned
their climbing gear I rappelled down to play snake charmer. Before I reached
bottom my own carbide lamp was extinguished so Woody held the flashlight
whi~ I captured the snake and stuffed it into my 15idepack .
The the pit was
evacuated, Matt and Woody on jumars while I free climbed.
~!though there was a faint unidentified odor present there did not seem to
:p~ a~y noxious gas in the cave but rather an oxygen deficiency or an excess of
COZ ·o r both. One possible explanation for this condition might be the decayin g
olf organic mate-rial after it is swept into the ca v e by flood waters. The prQblem is compounded by poor air circulation at the bottom of a blind p it having
'a fairly small entrance.
I
The only symptoms of hypoxia we observed in each other was a definite
:shortneas of breath which was aggravated b y even moderate exertion .
After releasing the snake some distance fro m the pit, now dubbed Pit
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Viper Pit, we trekked through the night looking for more caves.
The next one looked something like a post hole about 5 meters deep and
just wide enough to squeeze down. Anticlimax. Next was an overhang in the
side of a creekbed. Here a narrow fissure was pushed about 16 meters befor e
becoming too tight. Note: air was blowing through the crack.
Across the creek is another cave consisting of three small rooms. Of
interest here was a small excavation and a sorting screen where someone had
been looking for artifacts.
The next morning Darrell took us to a small hole in the side of a hill near
Kerrville. The entrance is reported to emit a vapor cloud seven meters high
on calm winter days. Darrell had cleared a lot of rubble from the entrance
but it is still too small to enter and a quick look convinced us that the only
practical way to enlarge it is to use explosives. The owner has since agreed
to put up the money for the project but this will have to wait until we find
someone with experience in this field.
About 1/2 mile away, a rancher struck a cave while drilling for water
some years ago, but being a practical man he simply cased the shaft and
kept drilling until he reached water. I had hoped to lower a camera down the
shaft for some shots of a virgin cave but the hole is securely sealed. This
was disappointing but cave conservationists may be satisfied to know that
another cave has been saved from vandalism and caver pollution.
DATE: September 21-2 3, 1973
DESTINATION: Valdina Farms Sinkhole and Honey Creek Cave
PERSONNEL: Jane Laurens, Debbie Flanagan, Jay Jorden, Terry Raines,
Frances McC;:~.uley, Frank Sodek, Roy Jameson, Sam Swede, Andy
Grubbs, Don Broussard
REPORTED BY: Debbie Flanagan
We, the fearless foursome (Jane, Jay, Terry and I), left Austin aroung
6 PM in Terry's spe leotruck and headed for 1. roads ide park near D'hanis.
Due to the noise pollution along the highway we moved to a bug-infested area
near a stagnant creek to spend the night.
As most cave trips go, we missed the other group that left Saturday
morning by about two hours. We finally joined them at Valdina Farm Sinkhole
around 11 AM and proceeded down the pit.
The main objective of the trip was to collect salamanders for biological
study by Sam Swede. He managed to collect five mudpuppies while everyone
else was being attacked by chiggers, ticks, and cactus spines. Roy and Don
planned to map a lead from the entrance but were stopped by high water level.
Finally, everyone got out of the pit and after examination of S3.m 1 s pets
we split into our separate groups again. Everyone except Jane, Jay, Terry
and I left for Austin. Our hearty group attempted to find Honey Creek Cave,
but after miles of wandering we decided to head back home for directions,
sleep and clean clothes.
Thanks to Bill Russell we got our directions and left again Sunday morning at 8 AM. We found the location, but because the owner wasn't home we
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didn't enter the cave until around 1 PM in the rain. We boarded our inner
tubes and entered the frigid water. True to the saying of "man's best friend:'
Terry and his dog entered the cave balancing on one tube. Since bats are a
slight deviation from the ordinary, the dog began to freak out and snap at
each one that flew by, nearly causing Terry to take a plunge. He then took
the dog to the entrance and tied her so we could go through the rest of the
cave. Because of the high water level, we were unable to enter the bi ·g room
or get to the dam.
Disappointed, we left and decided to take the scenic route home by way
of Canyon Dam. After gourging in the park , we headed toward Austin and
arrived at the indecent and unheard of hour of 9 PM.
DATE: September 21-2 3, 1973
DESTINATION: C1ve near Langtry and H . t. Miers
PERSONNEL: Jodi Hestand, Jeri Jones, John Graves, Steve Fleming and
Mike Walsh
REPORTED BY: Mike Walsh
After we picked up John we left San Antonio around 11:00 friday night.
We crashed at the High River Bridge. Early Saturday we pushed Langtry
Lead to the Unicorn room. L'l.ter we visited Emerald Sink, Langtry Quarry,
Fisher's Fissure and Garner's Fall Pit. We spent the night at H. T. Miers
ranch. The next day we visited the cave . After a trip to G3.rner State Park
we returned home.
DATE: September 22-23, 1973
DESTINATION: Airman's Cave
PERSONNEL: Mike Mitchell, Floyd Vice, Kirk Brew
REPORTED BY: Mike Mitchell
Floyd Vice is back! My good friend and caving buddy decided that the
grass was greener 3.nd the caves were better in Texas. (See Oct . '73 Caver)
Immediately upon his arrival back to the cavin' State of Texas, a trip to
Airman's was planned. Having been to Airman's several times, I told him
in typical caver fashion the agonies of Airman's. But I was not to be believed!
What nonsense: over three kilometers of crawling! No place to stand up'
Terrible belly crawls! Nonsnese! We picked up Kirk, one of the boys I take
caving, and headed for Airman's Friday night.
Saturday morning, we entered Airman's. Floyd almost quit at the entrance crawl. I made a believer of him right then! But we continued inward. I was not too familiar with the cave, even though I had visited it twice
before. Many new passageways that I had not done were explored . Many
were started only to dead end. Many went on and on with no end in sight.
But our time ran out. After four hours, we d'ragged our tired, battered
bodies outward. Airman's has sparked our interest , and plans are being
made to return to this "Agony Alley".
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DATE: September 23, 1973
DESTINATION: Brehmmer #1, Little Gem, and Little Gem Annex
PERSONNEL: Vince Orozco, Steve Gutting, Dell ? , Judy ? , Cathy Allison,
Karen Clement
REPORT ED BY: Karen Clement
We met at Broadway National Bank, drove to the Stahl's Ranch, turned in
our release forms , and proceeded to the cave. We found the cave filled with
bats, which loudly protested our entrance. The bats were so thick we decided
to withdraw, but Vince found a mushroom he had to have a picture of; while
we waited inside the cave where it was cool, Steve wandered a little ways into
the cave again and found the bats had withdrawn to a lower level. This gave
us a chance to see a portion of the cave, and to become intoxicated on the
beautiful aroma of ammonia. Then leaving this tick infested area, we went to
Little Gem which has a delightfully cool breeze blowing from it. After crawling through Little Gem for about 4 5 minutes we climbed back out to the entranc e
to Little Gem Annex. The cave had the grossest entrance I have ever been
through , with cave crickets jumping in your hair, ears, eyes, mouth, etc. , as
you wriggle defenselessly through the narrow crawlway. After Little Gem
Annex we left for horne and a bath.
DATE: October 5-6, 1973
DESTINATION: Gorman Cave, Harrell's Cave
PER SONNEL: Bob and Vicki Bliss, David Finfrock, Kley Hughs, John McFarlin,
Dave Roberts, Duane Spain, Wayne and Cathey Walker, Alicia
Wisener
REPORTED BY: Alicia Wisener
We arrived at Gorman Falls about 9:30 Friday night, but there was no
restraining the group until morning so after a long, dark, soggy hike we entered the cave at 10:00 PM. The Colorado River was up, making the road along
the bank irnpas sable by car. There was even water at the cave entrance and
it got deeper as we went back. Separation Lake was chest deep which was
quite a shock; I hadn't seen water in it for almost two years. Everyone went
in but only four of us braved the incredibly bad air all the way back to the
siphon. The stink right after C02 Alley was awful. We emerged from Gorman
at 2:00AM, very wet, very muddy, and ready to crash.
The next morning we did Harrell's Cave .Where four of our group experienced their first · vertica~ work. The water in the lake inside the cave was up
and the large flowstone was super-active. Dave Roberts, an experienced
caver and climber cracked his plastic knee on a slippery bit of travertine darn,
but still jurnarred out faster than anyone else. Pruss iks, Gibbs, and Jurnars
were all used in the ascent; everyone using what he liked best. On the way
back to A &: M, we stopped at the Lampassas Dairy Queen for supper. All
of us agreed that we could hardly wait to take our neophyte cavers of the Aggie
Speleological Society to Gorman next weekend.
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DATE: October 6-7, 1973
DESTINATION: Airman's Cave
PERSONN~L: Mike Mitchell, Kirk Brew, Robert Meadows
REPORTED BY: Mike Mitchell

The purpose of this trip was to familiarize myself more with this cave.
I decided, since Floyd Vi.ce couldn't go, to take Kirk, who knew the cave, and
another boy, Robert, who had not been caving since Midnight Cave, many
months ago. I also wanted to try my hand at sketching the cave, at least well
~nough to suit my own needs .
We entered the cave Saturday morning only to find two Austin teenage boys
about to go in. Neither were cavers, nor had they been in Airman's past the
entrance crawl. Both were very eager to come with us inward.
After six hours of caving, they were very eager to get outward. And so
were my two boys. Many passageways were explored, and passageways that
I had thought to dead end did not, and they were checked out. Some only were
to dead end later; but some continued, and were left to be checked and sketched
at a later date.
After returning home, I showed Floyd my sketch map and told him of what
needed to be done; of many passageways to be checked. Needless to say, a
Thanksgiving trip is already planned.
DATE: October 12, 13, 14, 1973
DESTINATION: Villa Garcia Canyon
PERSONNEL: J e ri Jones, Ed and Anne Jacoby, Jodi Hestand, Walter Miller,
Mike Walsh, Bob Finger
REPORTED BY: Mike Walsh
Since the weather was bad in the states we went to Mexico to check a cave
lead near Villa Garcia. We spent Friday night in Bustamante Canyon. The
next morning bad weather set in. Hoping that the we'lther would clear we
visited the commercial cave. After agood visit we saw that we still had bad
weather. Never the less, we went ·in search of La Nevada and La B ruja, two
caves in the canyon. Much to our surprise we found La Nevada, the larger
of the two. The entrance room is about one -fourth the size of the entrance
room in Salitre. We plan on pushing the cave when we return to map it. We
partied in Monterrey that night and went to La Boca Sunday and returned to the
states.
DATE: October 13, 1973
DESTINATION: Gorman Cave
PERSONNEL: Twenty-five member of the Aggie Speleological Society
REPORTED BY: Alicia Wisener
At 6:30 on a dark, rainy, miserable Saturday morning, twenty-five Aggie
cavers started the long drive to Gorman Falls for the Aggie Speleological
Society's first training trip. We made good time and came barrelling over
the gravel road just beyond Bend, Texas, only to come to a sudden halt at the
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low water crossing at Cherokee Creek. The creek was some 33 meters across
and cresting two meters above the road bed. The roar was unblievable. With
typical Aggie finesse we had arrived on the one day Cherokee Creek flooded
in the past three years. Frustration reached new heights when I discovered
that I had left the San Saba County Survey map back at the dorm. The only
easy caves I knew of were on the wrong side of the creek . Out of desperation
the leaders decided to teach the neophyte cavers some vertical technique. W e
spent the afternoon rappelling off and jumaring up a bridge over the Colorad o
River.
Around 7:00PM, four members of our group, lead by Bob Bliss, our
president, waded through a now gentle but still swollen Cherokee Creek and
caught a ride to Gorman Falls. They discovered that the little creek that
feeds the falls was over its banks and that the falls were three times their
normal width. The fo'Otpath to the cave was under water in several places and
the river was within 30 em. of the cave's mouth. We therefore decided to
postpone th e caving and tentatively planned another trip for November third.
DATE: October 18, 1973
DESTINATION: Academy Cave
PERSONNEL: SWTG new members and some older
REPORTED BY: Mike Walsh
After makin g the- decision to get together every other week to work on
SWT G trip reports, articles, maps, publications, etc. , everyone met at my
hous e . We had 14 cavers there giving information on Hays County, Mexico,
Texas and caving in ge neral. Following the meeting we visited Academy Cav e.
DATE: October 20, 1973
DESTINATION : Boyett's and Ash Cave
PERSONNEL: Walter Miller, Bill Berry, Roger ? , William Ballard, Bill
Thomas, Katie Monahan, Janel Nye, Kathy Ann Richardson,
JoAnn Haning, Sylvia Hurd
REPORTED BY : Walter Miller
We started out about 9:00AM and went to Boyett's first. We spent quite
a bit of our time at Boyett's. We then went to Ash Cave which we had a little
trouble locating due to a change in ownership. The new owner was very
friendly and we had· no trouble getting in. We cleaned the cave out because
debris had washed in. We then went to Five-Mile Dam where we had a
refreshing swim .
DATE: October 20, 1973
DESTINATION: Robber's Cave, Madla's Cave, Adam Wilson Jr. Cave
PERSONNEL : Stan and Mark Shaw, Kathy Allison, Glenn Darilek
REPORTED BY: Glenn Darilek
We decid e d to see Bexar County first and work on an upcoming Bexar
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County issue of the T. S. S.. We had located three caves in the Hills and Dales
area before and decided to explore and map one today. We mapped Robber's
Cave, only to later find out that it had been mapped before by Roger Bartholome <JJ et al. We then proceeded to find Madia's Cave with Vince Orozco and a
group from one of the local high schools. After we saw the cave, Mr. Madla
showed us Adam Wilson Jr. Cave. The entrance has collapsed recently,
leaving only a very small flat crawlway. We will have to return some other
time to map it.
DATE: October 21, 1973
DESTINATION: Ranch near Bulverde, Texas
PERSONNEL: Walter Miller, Mike Walsh, Jeri Jones, Brian Peterson, Bill
Berry, Roger ? , Steve Fleming, James Overcash
REPORTED BY: Walter Miller
We started out from Mike Walsh's house with intentions of going to Corkscrew but we arrived there to find that the cave was taking too much water and
that we could only obtain entrance by working through the Central Catholic
High School in San Antonio. Well, our day wasn't spoiled because we had an
alternate plan!
We proceeded to a ranch which wasn't very far from where we were. We
arrived at the ranch about 2:00PM and after a brief talk, he showed us five
holes on his land. The first hole was about l3 meters deep and was abundant
in cav.e life. The second was a pit of about 15 meters which was taking on
quite a bit of water with a passage leading off. The third was a blind pit of
about 9 meters. The fourth was a small drop of about 3 meters and a crawl
of about 9 meters which dead ended. We had asked the owners wife three days
before if we could come visit their caves and when we arrived, we found that
she had baked us a cake. After cake and coffee, we visited a fifth hole which
was about 12 meters deep and was just above a creek on the land. There were
a couple of other holes on the land but due to the time element we had to leave.
We plan to return and do a complete survey of the land and the caves. The
people that own the land are the most friendly and hospitable landowners I
have ever known.
DATE: October 25, 1973
DESTINATION: McCarty Cave
PERSONNEL: Jim Haning, JoAnn Haning, Sylvia Hurd, Jeri Jones, Cooter
Overcash
REPORTED BY: Jim Haning
We left San Marcos for McCarty at about 1:00PM. After entering the cave
we proceeded rather quickly to the register room and beyond. The mud was
unbelievably slimy, even for McCarty, as Cooter can readily testify. We
rested awhile in the backroom and then painfully proceeded out. On the way
back, we drove to the college farm, and discovered that Jeri's horse was
totally appalled by bat guano. Finally we reached San Marcos and gleefully
set to clogging our shower drains with McCarty grunge.
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Out Through Crystal
Adventure
And the thought of unknown hallways
Virgin walkways
Leading down to hollow chambers
With O'\lr helmets
And our side packs
Deaf to dangers
Made our way
Into the darkness
Silent
But the drip of water
The empty sound
Of mortal voices
Footsteps on the dusty ground
Slow ly
Down the narrow fissux:e
Far below a river murmurs
Rush i ng on its ageless course
Foam and roar
And t hunder falls
Stop beside an endless lake
Ripples in our yellow light
Water f or our carbide lights
The n the pas sage turns and twists
Beauty
In the frozen stone
Wonder
In the mountain' s bone~
Blackne ss hides
The bat wing's sigh
On
An on
The pas sage winds
Vaults o~ nature
Hidden chambers
Soda straws hang long and slender
Hypnotize the foolish watcher
Lamps begin to dim and sputter
Fear
The night that kJ'.S no morning
Fear
'l:'he sileG.t stone ti;lat holds no feeling
F ,e.ar
Th~ molded dust that had no meaning

Runnizlg qown an unknown hallway
Heedless now
The massive breakdown
Looming forms
Encroaching darkness
Almost hide a carbon arrow
Mystery
The hand and motive
There the virgin stone defaced
Ages hence
To mark a trail
Boot marks
In the dusty guano
Relics
Of an unknown party
Who they were
And what they found here
Stooping from a narrow crawlway
Leading to a hidden chimney
At the top a sandy chamber
In the darkness something shining
Cold and dear
And gently curving
Crystal flowers
G ypsurn diamonds
Fragile strands of natural nylon
Out of legends
Round the campfires
Of the long lost Crystal Passage
But the light is growing dirnmer
Do~n a hallway lined with glitter
Through a. crawlway filled with sugar
Out into a lonely chasm
Over breakdown
Under stoopways
Distant echoes
Seem to beckon
Still the arrows lead to crawlways
Shun the space
Of lofty hallways
Then at last a dusty bouldeJT
Moves and rolls
Reveals a fissure
To a room and things familiar
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Well-worn path
And rays of brightness
Sunlight streaming form the entrance
Morning
And the birds are singing
In the oak trees
Leaves are rustling
Greens and blues
The grass is bending
Sounds and smells
The clouds are floating
Gently out across the cove
Soon all harshness is forgotten
off the helmets
And the side packs
Fill the woods with foolish laughter
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Leave behind the realm of darkness
Make our ways among the living
Forgetful of the caverns lesson
But soon the sky will start to darken
The soul of life itself
Begin to dim and sputter
Then we will stop
And sadly ponder
Life is like that lonely cavern
Leading off in all directions
All before is unknown darkness
All behind is silent dust
And unlike that crystal pas sage
There will be no carbon arrows
Showing us the way ....
-Richard Black

Photo by W'iyne Russell
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REVIEW
THE TEXAS CAVER
Enduring Staff: Maggie Allison, Karen
Clement, Ruth Darilek, John Graves
Edited By:

Glenn Darilek

The reins of the failing Texas Caver were picked up by the members of
the Alamo Area Chapter about this time la st year. Since then, twelve issues
have been put out on a precise schedule. The is sues have averaged 32 pages
each, with a detailed index. Many photographs, cartoons and illustrations
were included with a wide variety of entertaining, e ducational and informative
articles, trip reports and news. The Texas Caver has matured into a dependable publication.
The above was accompli~hed with a c ert ain amount of dissatisfaction on
the part of s orne readers. Some comp laints with a certain amount of merit
focused attention on proofreading, accurate pa s ting up, printing quality,
contents, and editorial premis sivenes s. In the inte re~t of economy, time
schedules, and lack of help, these lapses were tolerated.
Those who contributed material for publication should be thanked for sharing your knowledge and experiences w ith us. They have contributed in a special
creative way that some are not even capable of attempting.
Special praise should
be given to those who faithfully contributed in a less
glamorous way, those of
our staff who helped on
every issue, and the list has
dwindled down to a precious
few: Maggie Allison, Kare~
Clement, and Ruth Darilek.
And the Caver owes a lot to
James Jasek, who dependably
printed every issue on time
with no excuses, charging
only for materials cost .
Without this kind of
dedication, the Texas C3.ver
would have failed miserably,
and perhaps permanently .
Keep on cavin'
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c::::::::=

Only the best .· Old Town & High Performan c e
plus accessories .

~~~ ?£:f b§n~jbo§s~~[g
[1
& etc
]! _treeze~dried
~

,

•

& ski packs

Climbing gear, stoves & cook kits ,
S1!va compass es , kmves , books ,

food, everything for the outdoorsman

Equip111ent Inc.
638 Westbury Square I Houston, Texas 77035 I (173) 121 · 1530
591 Town & Country Village (Mall of Founta ins) Houston 77024
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35 PROBLEMS

ACTUAL S I ZE

Made of a tough plastic
Here is a shirt pocket photographic slide
ru I e that wiII end your exposure prob I ems
in caves and add a new dimension to your
cave photog raphy.
A few simple movements
of t he dials wi I I give you the correct
exposure using e xtension tubes or reverse
adapters with your usual flash equipment.
Large r oo m shots with multiple flash are
so l ved ea sily on the COMPUTER.

COMPLETE WITH DETAILED INSTRUCTION MANUAL
WITH EASY TO FOLLOW STEP BY STEP EXAMPLES

$7.95ppd
order froJIJ:
TOTAL ~OTO COMPUTER
P. 0. Box 7770
Waco, Texas 76710
Tex a s Residents Ad d 5% ta x .

